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a b s t r a c t 
In this paper we introduce the new class of generalized Volterra functions. We prove some 
integral representations for them via Fox–Wright H-functions and Meijer G-functions. From 
positivity conditions on the weight in these representations, we found sufficient conditions 
on parameters of the generalized Volterra function to prove its complete monotonicity. As 
applications, a Turán type inequality for generalized Volterra functions is derived, infinite 
integral of some special functions are expressed in terms of the generalized Volterra func- 
tions and closed-form integral representations for a family of convergent Mathieu-type se- 
ries defined in terms of generalized Volterra functions are established. 
© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 1. Introduction 
Consider definitions of classical Volterra and related functions as stated in [1, p. 217] : 




(t + 1) dt, (1.1) 




(t + α + 1) dt, (1.2) 
μ(x, β) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
x t t β
(t + 1)(β + 1) dt (1.3) 
μ(x, β, α) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
x t+ αt β
(t + α + 1)(β + 1) dt, (1.4) 
where α, β > −1 and x > 0, but some particular notations are usually adopted in special cases 
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α  = 0 , β = 0 , ν(x, α) = μ(x, 0 , α) 
α = 0 , β  = 0 , μ(x, β) = μ(x, β, 0) . (1.5)
Volterra functions were introduced by Vito Volterra in 1916. Its theory was thoroughly developed by Mhitar M.
Dzhrbashyan, his own and his coathors results were summed up in the monograph [2] in 1966. In this book many im-
portant results on Volterra functions, known and new, were gathered and introduced. Many results on Volterra functions
were also gathered in two books of Apelblat [3,4] , for important application cf. also [7] . 
In this paper we define the new class of generalized Volterra functions V 
α,β
p,q [ . ] with p numerator parameters α1 , . . . , αp





(b 1 , B 1 ) , . . . , (b q , B q ) 
(a 1 , A 1 ) , . . . , (a p , A p ) 
∣∣∣∣x 
]
= V α,βp,q 
[
(βq , B q ) 







i =1 (A i t + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j t + b j ) 
x t+ α t β
(β + 1) dt, (1.6)
where (
α, β > −1 , x > 0 , A i , B j > 0 , a i , b j ≥ 0 , (i = 1 , . . . , p; j = 1 , . . . , q ) 
)
. 





(βq , B q ) 







i =1 (A i t + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j t + b j ) 
e −pt t s −1 dt, (1.7)
which is interesting and important as a simultaneous expression for Laplace and Mellin transforms for the gamma-function
ratio. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove several integral representations for the new class of the gen-
eralized Volterra function via Fox–Wright functions and the Laplace transform. Various new facts regarding the generalized
Volterra function are proved, including complete monotonicity property, log-convexity in upper parameters, and a Turán
type inequality. In Section 3 closed-form integral expressions are derived for a family of convergent Mathieu-type series and
its alternating variant when terms contain the generalized Volterra function. 
2. Integral representations for the generalized Volterra functions 
To formulate our first main result we need a particular case of Fox’s H-function defined by 
H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B 1 ,b 1 ) , ... , (B q ,b q ) 
(A 1 ,a 1 ) , ... , (A p ,a p ) 
)
= H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,b q ) 







i =1 (A i s + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B k s + b j ) 
z −s ds, (2.8)
where A i , B j > 0 and a i , b j are real. The contour L can be either the left loop L − starting at −∞ + iα and ending at −∞ + iβ
for some α < 0 < β such that all poles of the integrand lie inside the loop, or the right loop L + starting ∞ + iα at and
ending ∞ + iβ and leaving all poles on the left, or the vertical line L ic ,  (z) = c, traversed upward and leaving all poles of
the integrand on the left. Denote the rightmost pole of the integrand by γ : 
γ = − min 
1 ≤i ≤p 






















p − q 
2 
. (2.9)
Existence conditions of Fox’s H-function under each choice of the contour L have been thoroughly considered in the book
[16] . Let z > 0 and under conditions: 
p ∑ 
i =1 
A j = 
q ∑ 
j=1 
B j , ρ ≤ 1 , 
we get that the function H 
p, 0 
q,p (z) exists by means of [16, Theorem 1.1] , if we choose L = L + or L = L ic under the addi-
tional restriction μ> 1. Only the second choice of the contour ensures the existence of the Mellin transform of H p, 0 q,p (z) , see
[16, Theorem 2.2] . In [11, Theorem 6] , the authors extend the condition μ> 1 to μ> 0 and proved that the function H p, 0 q,p (z)
is of compact support. 
Theorem 1. Let α, β > −1 . Assume that μ > 0 , and ∑ p 
j=1 A j = 
∑ q 
k =1 B k . Then the following integral representation for the





(a p ,A p ) 
(βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] = ∫ ρ
0 
H p, 0 q,p 
(
t 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 





(1 / (tx )) 
, (2.10)




holds true for all x ∈ (0, 1). 
Proof. By using the Mellin transform for the Fox’s H-function H 
p, 0 
q,p (z) [11, Theorem 6] : ∏ p 
i =1 (A i t + αi ) ∏ q 




H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)






(a p ,A p ) 
(βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] = ∫ ∞ 
0 
∏ p 
i =1 (A i t + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j t + b j ) 
x t+ αt β






H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)
x t+ αz t−1 t β




H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)(∫ ∞ 
0 
x t z t t βdt 
)
x αz −1 




H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)(∫ ∞ 
0 
t βe −t dt 
)
x αz −1 





H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)
x αz −1 
log 
β+1 
( 1 / (xz) ) 
dz. (2.12) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 . 
Remark 1. The special case for which the H-function reduces to the Meijer G-function is when A 1 = · · · = A p = B 1 = · · · =
B q = A, A > 0 . In this case, 
H m,n q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(A,b q ) 




G m,n p,q 
(










(a p ,A ) 
(βp ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] = ∫ 1 
0 
G p, 0 p,p 
(







(1 / (tx )) 
, (2.14) 
for all x ∈ (0, 1) and α, β > −1 . 
Let us note that the special case of the Meijer G-function G 
p, 0 
p,p (·) from (2.14) is very important for applications. Due to
it in [10] it was proposed to name the function G 
p, 0 
p,p (·) as Meijer–Nørlund one, due to important results of Nørlund for this
function. 
We denote the ratio of gamma-functions by 
ψ n,m = 
∏ p 
i =1 (αi + (n + m ) A i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (β j + (n + m ) B j ) 
, n, m ∈ N 0 . 
In [22, Corollary 1] it was proved that the function H 
p, 0 
q,p (z) is non-negative on (0, ρ) if 
(H n 1 ) : ψ n, 2 < ψ n, 1 and ψ 
2 
n, 1 < ψ n, 0 ψ n, 2 , for all n ∈ N 0 . 




t| (A,βp ) 
(A,αp ) 
]
is non-negative, if 






α j ≥ 0 , for k = 1 , . . . , p. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that conditions ( H 2 ) are satisfied. Then the function 
A 	→ V α,βp,p 
[ 
(a p ,A ) 
(βp ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] , 





(a p ,A ) 
(βp ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] V α,βp,p [ (a p ,A +2) (βp ,A +2) 
∣∣∣x ] − (V α,βp,p [ (a p ,A +1) (βp ,A +1) 
∣∣∣x ] )2 ≥ 0 , (2.15) 
holds true. 





(a p ,A ) 
(βp ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] = ∫ 1 
0 







t ( log (1 /x ) + A log (1 /t) ) β+1 
, (2.16) 












let us recall the Rogers–Hölder–Riesz inequality [23, p. 54] , that is 
∫ b 
a 
| f (t) g(t) | dt ≤
[∫ b 
a 
| f (t) | p dt 
]1 /p [∫ b 
a 
| g(t) | p dt 
]1 /q 
, (2.17)
where p ≥ 1 , 1 p + 1 q = 1 , f and g are real functions defined on ( a , b ) and | f | p , | g | q are integrable functions on ( a , b ). From the
Rogers–Hölder–Riesz inequality again and integral representation (2.16) using the fact that the function A 	→ 1 
(a + bA ) β+1 , a ≥





(a p ,λA 1 +(1 −λ) A 2 ) 
(βp ,λA 1 +(1 −λ) A 2 ) 
∣∣∣x ] = ∫ 1 
0 










































































(a p ,A 1 ) 
(βp ,A 1 ) 
∣∣∣x ] )λ(V α,βp,p [ (a p ,A 2 ) (βp ,A 2 ) 
∣∣∣x ] )1 −λ. 
This implies that the function 
A 	→ V α,βp,p 
[ 
(a p ,A ) 
(βp ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] 
is log-convex on (0, ∞ ). Now let us go to the Turán type inequality (2.15) . Choosing A 1 = A, A 2 = A + 2 and λ = 1 2 in the
above inequality we get the desired result. 
Corollary 2. Suppose that assumptions stated in Theorem 1 and conditions (H n 
1 
) are satisfied. Then the following inequality for





(a p ,A p ) 
(b q ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] V α,β2 p,q [ (a p ,A p ) (b q ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] ≤ ∏ p i =1 (a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (b i ) 
V 
α,β1 + β2 
p,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b q ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] (2.18)
holds true for all 0 < x < 1 , α, β1 , β2 > −1 . 
Proof. Recall the Chebyshev integral inequality [23, p. 40] : if f, g : [ a, b] −→ R are synchronous (both increasing or decreas-
ing) integrable functions, and p : [ a, b] −→ R is a positive integrable function, then ∫ b 
a 
p(t) f (t) dt 
∫ b 
a 






p(t) f (t) g(t) dt. (2.19)
Note that if f and g are asynchronous (one is decreasing and the other is increasing), then (2.19) is reversed. Let β1 , β2 > −1
and consider functions p, f, g : [0 , ρ] −→ R defined by: 
p(t) = t −1 H p, 0 q,p 
(
t 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)
, f (t) = 1 
( log (1 /x ) + log (1 /t)) β1 , g(t) = 
1 
( log (1 /x ) + log (1 /t)) β2 . 
Since the function p is non-negative on (0, ρ) and functions f and g are increasing on (0, ρ), we conclude that the inequality
(2.18) holds true by means of the Chebyshev integral inequality (2.19) applied to the Mellin transform of the Fox’s H-function
2.11 . 





(a p ,A ) 
(b q ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] V α,β2 p,p [ (a p ,A ) (b p ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] ≤ ∏ p i =1 (a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (b i ) 
V 
α,β1 + β2 
p,q 
[ 
(a p ,A ) 
(b p ,A ) 
∣∣∣x ] (2.20)
holds true for all 0 < x < 1 , α, β , β > −1 . 1 2 









Now let us note that Turán type inequalities and connected results on log-convexity/log-concavity for different classes of
special functions are very important and have many applications, cf. [8,9,11,13,14,17–21] . 
Here, and in what follows, we denote the Laplace transform pair for a suitable function f as follows: 
F (t) = L f (t) , and f (t) = L −1 F (t) , 
that is, 
L f (t) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 




e st F (s ) ds, 
where Br denotes the Bromwich path. Recall that a function f : (0 , ∞ ) −→ (0 , ∞ ) is called completely monotonic, if f is
continuous on [0, ∞ ), infinitely differentiable on (0, ∞ ) and satisfies the following inequality: 
(−1) n f (n ) (x ) ≥ 0 , ( x > 0 , n ∈ N 0 = { 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . } ) . 
The celebrated Bernstein Characterization Theorem gives a sufficient condition for the complete monotonicity of a function
f in terms of the existence of some non-negative locally integrable function K ( x ) ( x > 0), referred to as the spectral function,
for which 
f (s ) = L (K)(s ) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
e −st K(t ) dt . 
Corollary 3. Suppose that conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. In addition, assume that conditions (H n 
1 
) are also valid. Then the
function V α,βp,q [ x ] defined by 
V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b q ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] =: V α,βp,q [ (a p ,A p ) (βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣e −x ] , (2.21) 
is completely monotonic on (0, ∞ ) for all α ≥ 0 and β > −1 . Moreover, the function 
V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b q ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] 
is also completely monotonic on (0, ∞ ) for each α ≥ 0 and β > −1 under the hypothesis ( H 2 ). 
Proof. By using the integral representation (2.10) , we can write the function V α,βp,q [ x ] in the following form: 
V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] = e −αx ∫ ρ
0 
H p, 0 q,p 
(
t 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)
dt 
t(x + log (1 /t)) β+1 (2.22) 
So, the above representation reveals that V α,βp,q [ x ] can be written as a product of two completely monotonic functions. This
implies that V α,βp,q [ x ] is completely monotonic on (0, ∞ ) for each α ≥ 0 and β > −1 . 
As another applications of Theorem 1 , infinite integral of some special functions are expressed in terms of the generalized
Volterra functions, see the following examples. 
Example 1. Suppose that a 1 , a 2 > 1 and b 1 , b 2 > 0. Then the following identity holds: ∫ 1 
0 
x αt a 2 −2 (1 − t) b 1 + b 2 −1 
(b 1 + b 2 ) log β+1 (1 /xt) 
2 F 1 
[
a 2 + b 2 −a 1 ,b 1 
b 1 + b 2 
∣∣1 − t ]dt = V α,β
2 , 2 
[ 
(a 1 −1 , 1) , (a 2 −1 , 1) 
(b 1 + a 1 −1 , 1) , (b 2 + a 2 −1 , 1) 
∣∣∣x ] , 0 < x < 1 . (2.23) 
Indeed, by combining the formula (2.10) with the following formula [16, Eq. (1.142)] 
H 2 , 0 
2 , 2 
(
t 
∣∣∣(a 1 + b 1 −1 , 1) , (a 2 + b 2 −1 , 1) 
(a 1 −1 , 1) , (a 2 −1 , 1) 
)
= t 
a 2 −1 (1 − t) b 1 + b 2 −1 
(b 1 + b 2 ) 2 
F 1 
[
a 2 + b 2 −a 2 ,b 1 
b 1 + b 2 
∣∣1 − t ] (2.24) 
we get (2.23) . 
Example 2. In view of (2.10) and the identity [15, p. 127] 
z α(1 − z) β = (β + 1) H 1 , 0 
1 , 1 
(
(1 ,α+ β+1) 
(1 ,α) 
)
= (β + 1) G 1 , 0 






, 0 < z < 1 , 
we deduce that the following equation ∫ 1 
0 
t a −1 (1 − t) b x α
(b + 1) log β+1 (1 /xt) 
dt = V α,β
1 , 1 
[ 
(a, 1) 
(a + b+1 , 1) 
∣∣∣x ] , 0 < x < 1 . (2.25) 
holds true. 
In Corollary 4 - 6 , motivated by Eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) , we found new integral formulas. In particular, new formula for the
Euler–Mascheroni constant γ . 












Corollary 4. Let b > 0 . Then, the following formula ∫ 1 
0 




∣∣1 − t ]
(2 b) log (1 /xt) 
dt = 1 
b 
− log (x ) 
x b 
Ei (b log (x )) , (2.26)
is valid for 0 < x < 1, where Ei ( x ) is the exponential integral function. In particular, we obtain ∫ 1 
0 
log (1 /t) dt 
log (1 /x ) + log (1 /t) dt = 1 −
log (x ) 
x 
Ei ( log (x )) , (2.27)
∫ 1 
0 
log (1 /t) dt 
1 + log (1 /t) dt = 1 + eEi (−1) . (2.28)
Proof. Putting a 1 = a 2 = 2 , β = 0 and b 1 = b 2 = b > 0 in (2.23) , we find ∫ 1 
0 




∣∣1 − t ]
(2 b) log (1 /xt) 




(t + b) 2 d t. (2.29)
Take into account the following formula [6, Eq. (09), p. 134] ∫ ∞ 
0 
e −pt 
(t + a ) n dt = 
n −1 ∑ 
m =1 
(m − 1)! 
(n − 1)! 




(n − 1)! e 
ap Ei (−ap) , p ≥ 0 , n ≥ 2 , | arg (a ) | < π, (2.30)
with (2.29) , we deduce the formula (2.26) . Now, letting b = 1 in (2.26) and using the fact 
log (t) = (t − 1) 2 F 1 
[ 
1 , 1 
2 
∣∣∣1 − t ] 
we get (2.27) . Finally, setting x = 1 e in (2.27) . So, the proof of is completes. 







β log β (1 /x ) 
, 0 < x < 1 , (2.31)
holds true for all β > 0. In particular, we have ∫ 1 
0 
dt 











t(1 − log (t)) 3 / 2 = 2 . (2.34)
Proof. By (2.25) , we get ∫ 1 
0 
t a −1 (1 − t) b dt 




(t + a ) x t t βdt 
(β + 1)(t + a + b + 1) . (2.35)









t β−1 x t 




t β−1 e − log (1 /x ) t 
(β + 1) dt 
= 1 
β log β (1 /x ) 
. 
Finally, letting x = 1 e in (2.31) we get (2.32) . 















(m − 1)!(−1) n −m 
log 
m 
(1 /x ) 
] 
(2.36)





is valid for all 0 < x < 1. In particular, we get 













where γ is Euler–Mascheroni constant. 







(n + 1) 
∫ ∞ 
0 
t n x t dt 
t + 1 . (2.38) 
We now make use of the following formula [6, Eq. (11), p. 135] ∫ ∞ 
0 
t n e −pt 
t + a dt = (−1) 
n −1 a n e ap Ei (−ap) + 
n ∑ 
m =1 
(m − 1)!(−a ) n −m p −m , p > 0 , | arg (a ) | < π (2.39)
with (2.38) we get (2.36) . Setting n = 1 and x = 1 e in (2.36) , we obtain ∫ 1 
0 
dt 
(1 − log (t)) 2 = 1 + eEi (−1) . (2.40) 
Keeping in mind the above formula with the following equation 





we get (2.37) . 
Moreover, in [12, Theorem 2] , Karp and Prilepkina found the Mellin transform of the delta neutral H function when
μ = −m, m ∈ N 0 , that is ∏ p 
i =1 (A i t + αi ) ∏ q 




H p, 0 q,p 
(
z 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 
(A p ,αp ) 
)
z t−1 dt + νρt 
m ∑ 
k =0 
l m −k t 
k ,  (t) > γ , (2.41)
where the coefficient ν is defined by 










2 −b j 
j 
, (2.42) 
and the coefficients l r satisfy the recurrence relation: 




q m l r−m , with l 0 = 1 , (2.43) 
with 
q m = (−1) 
m +1 















where B m is the Bernoulli polynomial defined via generating function [26, p. 588] 
te at 
e t − 1 = 
∞ ∑ 
n =0 
B n (a ) 
t n 
n ! 
, | t| < 2 π. 
Obviously, by repeating the same calculations in Theorem 1 with (2.41) and use the following known formula ∫ ∞ 
0 
t σ e −ρt dt = (σ + 1) 
ρσ+1 
σ > −1 , ρ > 0 , (2.44) 
we can deduce the following result: 
Theorem 2. Let α, β > −1 , μ = −m, m ∈ N 0 and 
∑ p 
j=1 A j = 
∑ q 
k =1 B k . Then the generalized Volterra function possesses the fol-





(a p ,A p ) 
(βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] = ∫ ρ
0 
H p, 0 q,p 
(
t 
∣∣∣(B q ,βq ) 











l m −k (β + k + 1) 
[ log (1 / (xρ)) ] 
β+ k +1 , (2.45) 
where 0 < x < 1, the coefficients l r are computed by (2.43) , ν and ρ are defined in (2.42) and (2.9) . 










In the next Theorem, we derive a Laplace type integral expression for the function t λ−1 V α,βp,q [ . ] . 





(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 




= x −λV α,β
p+1 ,p 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 










(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 







e −xt t λ−1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣t ] dt, x > 0 . (2.46)




(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 
(b q ,B q ) 
∣∣∣ 1 x ] is completely monotonic on (0, ∞ ). 
Proof. Make use the formula (2.44) and straightforward calculation yields 
∫ ∞ 
0 
e −xt t λ−1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣t ] dt = ∫ ∞ 
0 




i =1 (A i s + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j s + b j ) 
t s + αs β







i =1 (A i s + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j s + b j ) 
s β
(β + 1) 
[ ∫ ∞ 
0 






(s + α + λ) ∏ p 
i =1 (A i s + a i ) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j s + b j ) 
s βx −(s + α+ λ) 
(β + 1) ds 
= V α+ λ,β
p+1 ,p 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 





Since the spectral function t λ−1 V α,βp,q [ t] being positive, all prerequisites of the Bernstein Characterization Theorem for the




(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 
(βq ,B q ) 
∣∣∣ 1 x ] is completely monotone in the
above-mentioned range of the parameters involved. 
For some difficulties and wide-spread errors concerning generalization of the Bernstein Characterization Theorem to ab-
solutely monotonic functions cf. [27] . 
Remark 3. Using the fact that 
V 
α,β
1 , 2 
[ 
(a,A ) 
(a,A ) , (α+1 , 1) 
∣∣∣x ] = μ(x, β, α) (2.47)
and using the formula (2.46) , we obtain 
L (x λ−1 μ(x, β, α)) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
(t + α + λ) t βx −t−α−λ
(t + α + 1)(β + 1) dt. (2.48)
In particular, for λ = 1 , we find [5, formula 8] 




(β + 1) dt = 
1 
x α+1 log β+1 (x ) 
. (2.49)
Letting α = 0 in the above formula, we obtain the equation (7) in [5] . In addition, we set β = 0 and λ = 1 in (2.48) we
obtain the formula 6 in [5] . 
Theorem 4. Let α, β > −1 , η > 0 . Then, we get 
L −1 
{






(a p ,A p ) 








i =1 (a i + t A i ) t βx t+ αψ(t + α + 1) 
(β + 1)(α + 1 + t) ∏ q −1 
j=1 (b j + tB j ) 
dt 
− log (ξ ) V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b q −1 ,B q −1 ) , (α+1 , 1) 
∣∣∣x ] . (2.50)
Proof. We set (b q , B q ) = (α + η + 1 , 1) and define the function F ( x ) by 







(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] f (η) dη. 
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Keeping (2.44) in mind, we get 





e −ξx V α+ η,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 










i =1 (A i t + a i ) x t+ α+ ηt β
(β + 1) ∏ q 
j=1 (B j t + b j ) 







i =1 (A i t + a i ) t β
(β + 1) ∏ q −1 




)t+ α+ η+1 
f (η) dηdt 
= ξ−1 V α,β
p,q −1 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b q −1 ,B q −1 ) 










(a p ,A p ) 




L f ( log (ξ )) 
ξ
. (2.51) 
This implies that 






(a p ,A p ) 




L f ( log (ξ )) 
ξ
}
(x ) . (2.52) 








(a p ,A p ) 




L f ( log (ξ )) 
ξ
}







(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 
∣∣∣x ] δ′ (η) dη. (2.53) 
Combining (2.53) with the following formula ∫ ∞ 
0 








(a p ,A p ) 




L f ( log (x )) 
x 
}








(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 
∣∣∣ξ] . (2.54) 









(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 






i =1 (a i + t A i ) t βξ t+ αψ(t + α + 1) 
(β + 1)(α + 1 + t) ∏ q −1 
j=1 (b j + tB j ) 
dt (2.55) 
In view of (2.54) and (2.55) we obtain the desired result. The proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 




ξα+1 log β (ξ ) 
}
(x ) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
t βx t+ αψ(t + α + 1) 
(β + 1)(α + 1 + t) dt − log (x ) μ(x, β, α) . (2.56) 
In particular, for β = 0 , we find [5, Eq. (20)] 
x α
(α + 1) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
x t+ αψ(t + α + 1) 
(t + α + 1) dt − log (x ) ν(x, α) , α > −1 . (2.57) 




ξα+1 log β (ξ ) 
}
(x ) = μ(x, β − 1 , α) . (2.58) 
Keeping in mind (2.58) and (2.56) , we obtain (see [4, formula (38)] ) 
μ(x, β − 1 , α) + log (x ) μ(x, β, α) = 
∫ ∞ 
0 
x t+ αψ(t + α + 1) 
(t + α + 1) dt. (2.59)
Corollary 7. Suppose that 
α ≥ 0 , β > −1 , (a p , A p ) = (α, 1) and (b q , B q ) = (α + η + 1 , 1) . 






(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 




p−1 ,q −1 
[ 
(a p−1 ,A p−1 ) 
(b p−1 ,B q −1 ) 
∣∣∣x ] ). (2.60) 














Proof. By means of Theorem 3 , we have 
L 
{ 
x −1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 




(s ) = V α,β
p+1 ,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) , (α, 1) 





So, from the above formula and (2.52) we conclude that (2.60) holds. 
3. Mathieu-type series associated with the generalized Volterra function 
Our aim in this section is to derive some integral representations for a family of convergent Mathieu-type series and its
alternating variants with terms containing generalized Volterra functions. 
Throughout this section, we adopt the following notation for the real sequence c : 
c : 0 < c 1 < · · · < c n ↑ ∞ . (3.62)
It is useful here to consider the function c : R + → R + such that 
c(x ) 
∣∣∣
x ∈ N 
= c . 
In this section, we investigate the Mathieu-type series K and its alternating variant ˜ K, which are defined by 
K(V α,β










(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 






˜ K (V α,β
p+1 ,q ; c ; r) = 
∞ ∑ 
j=1 
(−1) j−1 c −λ
j 





(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 





The Laplace integral form of a Dirichlet series was one of most powerful tools in getting closed integral form expressions
for the Mathieu-type series K and its alternating variant ˜ K. For c satisfying (3.62) , we have 





n x = x 
∫ ∞ 
0 
e −xt A η(t ) dt , (3.65)
where the so-called counting function A η( t ) has been found easily in the following manner 
A η(t) = 
∑ 
n : a 
η
n ≥t 
1 = [ c −1 (t 1 η )] , 
where c −1 (t) is the inverse function of c ( x ), and [ a ] is the integer part of a real number a . From this, and using the fact
that 
[ c −1 (t 
1 
η )] ≡ 0 , t ∈ [0 , c η
1 
) , 
we find that 





e −xt [ c −1 (t 
1 
η )] dt. (3.66)
A comprehensive overview of this technique is in [24,25] . Note important results on inequalities for Mathieu series proved
by Zastavnyi in [30,31] and Tomovski et al. in [28,29] . 
Theorem 5. Let α, β > −1 and λ, μ, r > 0. Then for the Mathieu-type power series K(V α,β
p+1 ,q ; c ; r) the next integral representation
is valid: 
K(V α,β
p+1 ,q ; c ; r) = K V c (r, λ, μ + 1) + μK V c (r, λ + 1 , μ) , (3.67)
where 
K V c (r, λ, μ) = 
∫ ∞ 
c 1 
[ c −1 (x )] 




(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 





Proof. Consider the Laplace transform formula (2.46) of the function x λ−1 V α,βp,q [ . ] and in view of (2.44) and (3.66) , we get 
K(V α,β




(c j + r) μ
∫ ∞ 
0 
e −c j s s λ−1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 









e −c j s −(c j + r) t t μ−1 s λ−1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 
∣∣∣rs ] d xd t 


























e −c j (s + t) 
) 
e −rt t μ−1 s λ−1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 








e −(r+ x ) t t μ−1 dt 
)(∫ ∞ 
0 
e −xs s λV α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 








e −(r+ x ) t t μdt 
)(∫ ∞ 
0 
e −xs s λ−1 V α,βp,q 
[ 
(a p ,A p ) 
(b p ,B q ) 




[ c −1 (x )] 




(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ+1 , 1) 








[ c −1 (x )] 




(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 




d sd x, (3.69) 
which proves the Theorem 5 . 
Obviously, by repeating the same calculations as above and using the formula (see [25, Eq. (13)] ) 
˜ D c (y ) = 
∞ ∑ 
j=1 
(−1) j−1 e −c j y = y 
∫ ∞ 
c 1 





c −1 (x ) 
])
dx, (3.70) 
we can deduce the following result for the alternating Mathieu-type power series ˜ K. 
Theorem 6. Let α, β > −1 and λ, μ, r > 0. Then for the alternating Mathieu-type power series ˜ K(V α,β
p+1 ,q ; c ; r) the next integral
representation is valid: 
˜ K (V α,β
p+1 ,q ; c ; r) = ˜ K V c (r, λ, μ + 1) + μ ˜ K V c (r, λ + 1 , μ) , (3.71)
where 








[ c −1 (x )] 
)




(a p ,A p ) , (α+ λ, 1) 






Our present investigation was motivated essentially by the fact that the Volterra function play an important role in a
variety of fields of mathematics, namely in the theory of definite integrals, integral equations and prime numbers. In recent
years, such studies have attracted a large number of researchers who made use in a large variety of problems associated
with the properties of other special functions, for example, Apelblat has proved that the infinite integrals with respect to the
order of the Bessel and related functions can be developed into series of the Volterra functions and some infinite integrals
of gamma and polygamma functions are expressible in terms of the Volterra functions. In this paper, we first introduced
extension of the Volterra function in term of a ratio of gamma functions, we then proved its various properties such as
integral representations when their terms contain the Fox H-function. In particular, we have presented several other prop-
erties: infinite integral of some special functions are expressed in terms of the generalized Volterra functions, closed-form
integral representations for a family of convergent Mathieu-type series defined in terms of generalized Volterra functions
are established, and some generalization of some results proved in the literature for the classical Volterra function are given.
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